
G Suite for Enterprise

Make Collaboration a Competitive Advantage
G Suite makes developing business strategies, collaborating with 
multiple offices and executing with teams easier than ever.  

• Innovate faster, together. Intelligent, cloud-based apps allow 
teams to collaborate from anywhere, in real time.

• Get more done. User-friendly tools boost productivity 
ensuring your teams spend more time on work that moves 
your business forward. 

• Spend less time on training. Give employees the enterprise 
tools they already know how to use.

• Enhance Google Drive security. Add another layer of 
protection to prevent sensitive information from being 
revealed to those who shouldn’t have it.

• Scan email traffic for specific content. Set up policy-based 
actions when sensitive data like credit cards or social security 
numbers are detected.

• Scan images for text. Identify and mitigate loss of 
confidential data in scanned images. 

• Analyze audit logs in BigQuery. Use advanced and 
customized queries.

• Automate mobile device management tasks. Set custom 
rules that get triggered when suspicious events are detected.

G Suite Enterprise offers enhanced security, controls, and 
customization. With G Suite Enterprise, your organization can:
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Enterprise-Grade Security,  
Controls and Auditing

Smart Reply with Gmail
3 responses are automatically generated 
for every email reply, and they get 
smarter over time. 

Insights to Data Across  
Docs, Sheets & Slides
Ask Explore for insights into your data 
(no formulas needed), and generate 
beautiful design suggestions.
 

Quick Access in Drive
Predicts and suggests files you might 
need based on who you share with often 
and time of day.

A Suite of Intelligent Apps

Reduce Overhead
Leverage your existing IT infrastructure 
and reduce overhead with centralized 
management for mobile devices.
 

Stay Within Budget
Utilize G Suite’s unlimited storage 
capacity with Drive.

Right-Size Business Investments
Build your IT services to match business 
needs to scale across the organization or 
just support specific teams and initiatives.

Cost Savings

Eliminate Email Spam
Spam detection with 99% accuracy. 
Augmented with TensorFlow to 
continually regenerate the spam filter.



A Few of Our Clients

SADA is a privately-held global leader in providing business and technology consulting services that transform 
organizations through innovative cloud-based solutions. Leveraging over a decade of experience, SADA provides 
organizations with customized Google Cloud solutions, productivity apps and user-adoption training.

Your Premier Partner for G Suite Enterprise Solutions
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Custom Solutions 
Assessment and discovery planning with custom 
solutions guarantee that your organization gets the 
maximum benefit from G Suite.

Migration and Deployment
Comprehensive migration and deployment services 
ensure a smooth cloud transition.

Custom App Development
Ensure that you have the right tools and applications 
designed with business objectives in mind.

Change Management 
Increase user adoption and maximize ROI with 
custom training packages.

Integration for Your Infrastructure
Directory Synchronization, Google Single Sign-On, 
and an extra layer of security with Single Sign-On 
Two Factor Authentication for G Suite.

Managed Services
Quickly resolve issues with quality customer support 
24/7/365.

We needed to upgrade to the 21st century so that we could be more collaborative. The 
easier we make it for people to collaborate and get out of silos, the more comprehensive 
impact we can have on changing population health along with the profitability and 
effectiveness of our organization. I could not have picked a better company to work with on 
this initiative. SADA has been extraordinary, responsive, and creative!

DANIEL MORREALE 
VP & CIO | Hunterdon Healthcare
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